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Examination Control Division
2075Ashwin

Programme i BCE, BME, BGE

Year/Part illl

Candidates are 
-required 

to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable'

Attempt All sue&Elo*g.

fh" istG n tl*i ntsin indicate Full MaiksTheJigures in tfi

:

fynadc property. Ex1laft'f intensiveand extensive property with examples'

.--,. Define polytsqtic lxooess. Sketch polytropic processes with n : 0n 1, y and co on a

coni*roi p:V ateril. n.riu" and enprossion foi'work transfer for a polyqopic process.
...

3. Derive an cry.mbo for the specific volume of a two phase mixture in term of quality'

whil A;ffi.;;lo "ipotio 
I kg pf saturatedliquia water at 100"c or 120oC?

.'

first law of therrrodynafiios for a control mass

write down the statemerit-s for a Fower' cf$e,'and

: .. ._. '

5. Define,hed Agfu& ffi pump ?urd refrigerator. Explain how first and second law are

applied to de$mline performance of heat engine'

6. Expiain ttF qpfting principle of a Brayton cycle. Sketch the cycle on p-v and T-s

dmgrams rf"e,.6tL variation of its eificiency withpressure ratio' 
:

7. Derivethe orrerall beattransfer coefficient for composite for plane wall consisting of two

lay-ers withconrnctbnonboth sides. :- ,t, ,

8. A piston-cylinder device contains 0.05 m3 of a gas initidlv at 200 kPa At this stale' a

- linear spririgttd lre a spring constant sf 150 kNIm is touching tfre pr-stiin but exerting no

\., rorcc oo ir;6*tt isitanir"o"a to the gas, c1us11e the piston to qse.""d.t" compress

the spring *rit tt* volume inside G cyUiuer doublJs. If the cross-de-ctional area of the

pisonis0.2Jm2,de-termine: : : - ;". - i . .:

tl I The final presqtne inside the cylinder

.iO' The tbal wortdone bY the gas

g. e piJon ,yit"d.. device :lgy in figur_e below 
"o.Ttui," 

2 kg of H2o with an initial

t€rnpratur€ and rrclume of 80oC and OIOS m3 respectively' It r.,Anff-eg a prTrsufe of 400

kpa to lift qratinm,n nom the stops. The system-is heated until its-temperature reaches

;;0"f.5-k"rLn &e prircess on p-v and T-v diagrams and deterrrine the t'otal work transfer'

whyl ' '

4. Define, a clrcfic focess. Derive
undergping a $ Pocess- Also

refrigeratione5re.

14l

t4l

t4l

l6l

t6l

t6l

l6l

t6l

t8I

--. i"

t.'



* f O. Air flows at a rate of 1.2 kg/s through a compressor, entering ut 10q F1 2-5-"C, with a

velocity of 60 m/s and leaviig at 5001Pa, 150"C, with a velocity of 120 m/s. Hgat lost by

the compressor to the sonounding is estirnated to be 20 kJ/kg. Calculate the power

requiredio drive the compressor and diameters to inlet and exhaust pipes.

[Take R= 257 Jlkg[and co = 1005 J/kgK]

' 11. Five kg of water at 30"C is mixed with I Kg of ice at 0"C' Assuming the process of

*i*iniir adiabatic, find the change in entropy. Latent heat of ice : 336kJlkg, C1 for

water:4.2kJlk€K. : "

12. In a Bankine cycle stream leaves the boiler and enters the turbine at 4Mpq 400oC' The

condenser presswe is 10 kPa Detennine the cycle efficiency'

13. A steel pipe having an outer diagram of 4 cm is maintained at a temperatne of 80"C in a

room where ttre a;bient temperiture is 25"C. The emissiviry 9f $e l4:",i: 0t8 and the

convection heat transfer coefficient between the surface and air is 10 Wm'K. Determine

tbe total h*t ;r fi';;*r"unit length of the pipe. [Take o : 5.67x104 dm2kt
***

t8l

t8l

'{:



hr hr* hB

k.t/kg k.t/kg kJ/kg

u1 uts ur

k,l/kg kJ/kg k.l/kg

l'1. Vlc. Y.

ni'lltig : ,n'/kg mlllg
l!:

kPa

Table l: Properties of SATURATED WATER - Pressure Table
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1 .98 18
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I ,{).1i9

() tt9l I
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.t. t3i:l

3.4088

2.8289

r.9828

r.6736
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().li922

0.'7109

l.l?i,2

2481.6

24&7.9

2500. l
2506. I

2523.5

252e.1

25.14.5

.l l:1.e6

334.93

355.92

397.98

4 r 9,0.6

482.54

503.78

525.0?

.r t.j.92 I l6l.:j

334.88 2146.]

355.86 2132.t)

39i.89 2102.2

418.96 2087.1

,ltt2 16 204I I

503.57 2()25.5

52.1.82 200e.?

2,120.6 26.1.1.6

2308.2 2643. I

ZZc)s.5 :z t,,+;

2269,7' .2667:7

2256;6,. 2rt753.:.
7216.3 26911.8

22A2.4 2706.2

2 r {t8.3 2'l13.4

t' 
' 

stg sg

kJ/kg.K:. kJ/kg.K kJikg.K

7.61i l3

i,6t,t.?r:

7 54:16:

7,tJs*'
,.+iffi
7. ltt33

7.1297

7.0717

Tablc.l: l'ropcrties rtf Supcrheated Steam

P

kPa

't'

"(' nr'lkg

tl

k.li hq

h

k.li ks

s

k.llkg.K

P

k [,a

v

mt/kg

u

kJlkg

h

kJlkg

s

kJlkg.K
T

"(

{ l:r-It.5 }

2752.8

2860. I

2963.6

-1066..i

3169.4

{ (), lit/{r | )

6 9.1(X)

7. | 699

'1.3'7'19

't.5654

7.73:18

7.8982

(?60l .i l

2'724.1

2826.1

29t9.8

3010.3

r3,Q9q",?.'

g'trg,.g

(2800.6)

2c)59.'7

3091.8

3213.4

3330,4

r344;5*
.3559,.7

(6.06lie)

6.i 5q8

6.581I

6.7688

6.9.1f)4

,.",?,09.t0t,

.,.:n*ii'

lo()i) (2jr)..'i9) (0.{).1e77)

.1(X) (1.()itttl2

350 0.()6644

400 0.07340

450 0.0{i002

500 -.r.00864,?
55CI ' 0:0925&

t{)tr ( l.l.i.().ll ((1. [()J j I i.i.s5.i .r t

l5U 0. Ii()li 256.1. i

200 ().i-l ll 26'1(r"l

?50 0.5951 272i,b

lix) 0,654ti 2tt0'1. t

350 0.7139 2883.tt

400 0.7't26 2964.3

'l'able 2: llroperties of SATITRA'f FID \il'AT'l'lR - Temperature Table

1.,11 Uts Us.'

k.li kg k.llkg li,l/kg
\t \\r \"

nrr/kg rrrt/kg mii kg
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Subjeet: - Fundamentals of Thermodynarnics andHeat Transfer @1E402)

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt AII queslions.
The figures in the margin indicate Full Marlrs.
Necessarv tables are aftached herewith.
Assume suitable data if necessary.

State and explain Zsoth law of thermodynamics. Also write down its application. t4]

Compare heat and work with suitable examples. Prove that work is a path function. t4]

Define pure substance. Explain why quality is necessary to define the state of a trvo phase

mixture. t4l

Differentiate between steady state work applications and steady state flow applications.
Write down the function of turbine and nozzel. Derive governing equations for them
when they operate under steady state condition. t6]

State second law of thermodynamics for an isolated system and define entropy
generation. Differentiate between reversible and irreversible processes with reference to
entropy. t6l

Explain the working of simple vapor compression refrigeration cycle with corresponding
process in P-h and T-s diagram. t6l

7 - Derive an expression for steady state heat tlansfer through a composite cylinder
consisting three different materials. t6l

8. Air (0.01 kg) is contained in a piston cylinder device restrained by a linear spring

{k: 500 kN/m) as shown in figure below. Spring initially touches the piston but exerts no
force on it. Determine the temperature at which piston leaves the stops when heat is
supplied to the systern. [Take R = 287J&g. K, Po*: 100 kPa and g : 9.81 m/s'] t6]

l.
2.

^t.

5.



,* 9. A piston cylinder device shown in figure below contains water initially at a pressure of
tZS kpa with a quality of 509/0. Heat is added to the system until it reaches to a final

temperature of 800oC. It takes a p{essure of 600 kPa to lift the piston from the stops.

Skeich the process on P-V and T-V diagrams and determine: ' 
. ,,. t8l

The mass of HzO in the sYstern and

The total work hansfer

0.3 m

10. A piston cylinder device shown in figure below contains 3.06 kg of air initially at a

temperaturi of 34"C. Heat is supplied to the system untit it reached to a final temperature

of 950"C and a final pressure of 5 MPa- Sketch the process on P-V and T-V diagrams and

determine the total work transtlr and total heat transfer. [Take R = 287JlkgK and

c":718J/kgKl

i)
ii) .K

j-
t)

5

I

2

I

J:

t.:

I

)

)

t8l

5{i

iXr

ll.A piston cylinder device shown in figure below contains 1.5 kg of watgr^initillly at

100 kpa wiitr tOX of quality. The mass of the piston is such that a pressure of 400 kpa is

required to lift the piston. Heat is added to the system from a source at 500'C until its

ternperatrue reacheJ 400"C. Sketch the process on p-V and T-V diagrams and determine

the total entropy generation during the process.

M

t8l

lt
n

t2

)4

/o

t:

?"7.*



?
l2.The compression ratio of an air standard Otto cycle is 8. At the beginning of the

compression process, the pressure and temperature of air are 100 kPa and 20oC

respectively. The heat added per kg of air during the cycle is 2000 kJ/kg. Determine:

i) The pressure and temperature at the end of each process of he cycle

ii) The thermal effrciencY
iii) The mean effective pr-Qss1lf.e :. .

[Take R :287 llkg.kaad cu : 71S Jlkg.kJ

13. A gas turbine blade is modeled as a flat plate. The thermal conductivity of the blade

maierials is 15WmK and its thiikness is l.Smm. The upper surface of the blade is

exposed to hot gases at 1000"C and the lower surface is cooled by air bled of the

co-pr"rsor. The heat transfer coefficients at the upper and lower surfaces of the blade are

2506Wm2K and 1500 Wm2K respectively. Under steady state conditions, the

temperature, at the upper surface of the blade is measured as 850"C, determine the

temperature ofthe coolant air.

***

t$l

t6l



h, h1, hg

k.li kg kJ/kg kJ/kg
tl1 tllq UF

k.t/kg k.f/kg l..lrkg
vr Vrr v!

,n'll,g uttl[.3 m'lkg

Table l: Propcrties of sATLJRATn,D WATFIR - Pressure Table
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Tablc 2: Properties of Superheatcd Steam
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt AII questions.
The figures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
Necessarv fisares and tables are attached h;rewith.

As.sume suitable data if necessary.

Define thermodynamic equilibrium. Explain reversible and irreversible processes with
reference nature of intermediate states. t41

2. Define internal energy, potential energy, kinetic energy and total energy of a
thermodynamic system. Also differentiate between microscopic potential energy and
macroscopic potential energy.

3. Define saturation pressure, saturation temperature and critical point. Write down the
effect ofpressure on

a) Specific volume of a saturated liquid (Vl)
b) Specific volume of a saturated vapor (V*)
c) Change in specific volume due to evaporation (V1r)

t4l

O4 TRIBHUVAN LINIVERSITY

iNSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

Examination Control Division
2074 Ashwin

l.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

The mass of water in system
The total work transfer

i-e ,,-,-^-
i Lever _i_PF : I-"!l YI{s. i 9c .j

il':gs:ltt: : !--9P:BMF: P9-l i l:::yr:S i 3? 
-l

iYear/Part iI/I iTime l3hrs.i

t4l
State and explain conservation of energy for a control volume. t6]

DifFerentiate between thermal and mechanical irreversibilities. Explain why rnost of the
real processes are irreversible. Also explain how they can be assumed to be reversible. t6l
Explain with the help of neat diagrams the various processes of any Rankine cycle and
derive an expression for its efficiency. t6l
Derive an expression with appropriate diagram for conduction heat transfer through a
composite cylinCer tube consisting of three layers of different materials. t6]

A piston cylinder has a diameter of 0.1 m. With an outside atmospheric pressure of I00
kPa, determine the piston mass that will create an inside pressure of 500 kPa. What would
be the new pressure if the piston mass is halves. [Take g = 9.81 rir/s2] t6]

9. Steam is contained in a closed rigid container. Initially. the pressure and temperature of
the steam are 1500 kPa and 250"C, respectively. The temperature drops as a result of heat
transfer to the surroundings. Determine the pressure at which condensation first occurs
and the fiaction of the total mass thal gas been condensed when the temperature reaches
100"C. What percentage of the voiume is occupied by saturated liquid at the final state?

10. A piston cylinder devices shown in figure below contains water initially at 105'C with
quality 10%. Heat is added to the system rmtil it becomes saturated vapor. It takes
pressure,of 1000 kPa to lift the piston from the stops. Sketch the P-v, T-v diagram and
determine:

t81

a)

b)

t8l



r3 c) The total heat transfer fRefer the attoched tablefor properties ofwaterJ

ll. 2kg water at 100"C is mixed with 4 kg of water at20"C in an isolated system. Calculate
the net change in entropy due to the mixing process. [Take specin" rr."i oi*u,.'.
c = 4.18 kJA(l

12' An ideal Braytoo.rytl^ qrgssure ratio of 10. The temperature of air at compreqsor and
turbine inlets are 300K and 1200K respectively. Determine its thermal efiiciency and
mass flow rate of air required to produce net power output of s0MW. [TakeCP: 1005 J/Kg.K, y: l.4l :-.

13. A 200 mm diamete:50,T itielnlg..carling steam is covered wirh 40 mm thick of high
i, 1e*ryy:-ins-ulation (k = 0.1 Wm) and 30 mm thick of low tempemture insularion' (k: 0-05*Wm): Xhe-inner and outer surfaces of the insulating,lavei are at 400"C and

40oC respectively., Delermine:

a) The rate of heat lori from the pipe,
b) The temperature at the interface of two insulating layer.

F*{<

t '.,--

t8l

l6l

S.Sl r
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P

kPa

T
0c

r r vyEr Lrg' vl pn I ulu I ev

Properties of SATURATED WATER- Temperature Table

2243.4 2683.6

2230.0 269t.3

qt*t
kJftCK kJlkCJ( LJ/LCJ(

2.2167 43459 6.s226

2.2515 4.2$A 6.4945

2.2842 4.t841 6.4683

23t50 4.1288 6.4438

2.344t 4.0765 6.4207

st stg

kJ/kg.K kJ/kg.K

0.7679 7.2217 7.9896

0.8312 7.A758 7.9080

0.8935 6.9360 7.8295

0.9549 6:7991 7.7s4A

1.0155 6.6658 7.6813

5.9326 7.2956

5.8200 7.23861.4186

12C0 i88.00

1300 t91.64

1400 195.08

1500 198.33

r 600 201.41

TP
oc kla
55 15.'152

60 r9.9t2

65 2s.022

'70 31.176

'7 5 38.563

120.'.79

143.24

so

kJ/kg.K

0.001047 1.4190

0.001052 1.2095

1.4200 | 440.05 2072.1 25t2.r

1.2106 ,l 461.19 2056.7 2517.9

TABLE 4 Properties of SUPERHEATED STEAM [Continued]

I
kFa

v

m3/kg

u
:

kJlkgoc

lis
kJ/kc kJlkg.K

PT
kPa oc

Y

m'/kg

uhs
kJ/kg kJ/kg kJ/kg'K

1s00 (r98.33) (0.1317)

200 a.824

25A 0.1519

300 0,1696

3s0 0.1866

(25s1.e) (2791.5)

2597.1 ., 2796:1 "

2694.6,' 2922.4:::,:
2782.5 303.6.9

2867.2:-' 91,47.1

2000 {212.42) (0.09959) (2s99,s)

250 0,I I 14 2678.8

300. 0.1254 27',71.8

350 0.1386 2859.4

400 0.1512 2945.r

(2798.'7) (6.33e6)

2901.6 6.5438

3022.1 6.'l6sl

3136.6 6.9556

3247.5 ' 7.1269

(6.4438)

6.4536

,6.1017

6.9168

7.101 1

650

700

750

800

850

0.2825 3382.9 3806.6 ,7.9639
:t_

0.2981 34i3.4 3920.6 8.0841

0.3137 356s.6 4036.1 8.1999

0.3293 3,_6._59.1 41s3.2 8.3i 16

0.3448 3754,8. 42'72.0 8.4198

700

ra
800

850

n1)7' \411 |

0.2350 3s63.5

0.2457 3657.5

a.2584 3753.i

3917.6 7.949A

4033.5 8.0651

4150.9 8.1'7',11

4269,9 8.2855

230:24 2369.8 2600.0

251.15 2357.7 2608,8

272.08 234s.4 2617.5

293.01 2333.r 2626.r

313.96 2320.6 2634.6
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l.

Subject: - Fundamental of Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer (M8402)

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Ailempt l!!queslions.
The figures in the margin indicale Fall Marks.
Necessary tables are attached herewith.
Assume suitable data if necessary,.

Define thermodynamic -property. Differentiate between state function and path function
with examples.

2. Define total energy. Differentiate betu'een stored energy and transient energy with
examples.

Define quality and write why it is necessary. Sketch saturation curve on P-V diagram and

also show constant quality lines.

Differentiate between steady state work application and unsteady state flow applications.
Derive mass conservation and energy conservation equations for a process in which gas

contained in a rigid cylinder is being consumed during cooking.

Define Entropy. Derive an expression for change in Entropy for reversible heat fansfer
and reversible work transfer process.

Differentiate between gas and vapor cycles. Sketch P-V and T-S diagrams and layout for
Brayton and Rankine cycle.

Write down expressions for thermal resistance for a plane wall and a convective fluid
layer. Use them to derive overall heat transfer coefficient for a plane subjected convection
on both sides.

An oxygen cylinder having a volume of 10 mr initially contains 5 kg of oxygen.
Determine the specific volume of oxygen in the cylinder initially. During certain process

3 kg of oxygen is consumed. Determine the final specific volume of oxygen in the
cylinder. Also sketch the amount of oxygen that has been consumed versus the specific
volume of the remaining in the cylinder.

9. A piston cylinder device shown in Figure P.9 contains 2 kg of water initially at a pressure of
500 kPa witl a quahty of 2A %, The water is heated until it becomes a satumted vapor. The
volume of the system when the piston is at the upper stops is 0.4 m3. Sketch the process on P-
v and T-v diagrams and determine: t8l
(a) the final pressure, and
(b) the total work trans fet fRefer the attached tables for the properties of steamf

t4l

14l

t4l

t6l

l6l

t6l

l6l

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

l6l

Sfgur-e P.9



.*
10. Air enters a nozzle steadily at 300 kPa.. 1270 C and with a velocity af 4A m/s and leaves ar

100 kPo and with a velocity of 300 m/s. 'fhe heat loss from the nazzle.*du"" is 2A kJ /kg
of tJre air. The inlet area of the nozzle is 1,A0 cmz. Determine:
(a) the exit ternperature of-the air. and 

v e"' ' us'!rr''r!' 
t8]

(b) the exit area ofthe nozzle. [Take R = 287 J /kg( and cp = 1005 J /kgK]

1 1. A camot engine operates between two reservoirs at temperature TL and TH. The work
output of the engine is 0.6 times the heat rejected. The difference in temperature between
the sources and the sink is 200"C. Calculate the thermal efficiency, source temperature
and the sink temperature. tS]

12. An ideal gas turbine cycle has a pressure ratio of 10. The minimum and maximum
temperatures are 300 K and 1500 K respectively. Determine: [S]

i) The net work per kg of air
ii) Thethermal efficiency of the cycle and
iii) Compare both of these for a cycle with ideal compressor and turbine.

[Take y : 1.4 and cp : 1005 J/kg.k]

13. A steel pipe having an outside diameter of 2 cm is to be covered with two layers of
insulation, each having a thickness of I cm. The average conductivity of one material is
5 times that of the other. Assuming that the inner and outer surface temperature of the
composite insulation are fixed, calculate by what percentage the heat transfer will be
reduced when the better insulating material is nearer to the pipe than it is away from thepipe. t6l

+:t *

P

kPa

;60

600

650

700

750

800

I@roperties of SATURATED WATER - Pressure Table

T
oc

143.64

I 58.86

162.02

164.98

t6'7.79

170,44

qSE

kl/kg.K kJkC.K

s8

kJikg.K

l.93ls 4.8286 6.7601

t.963 | 4.7699 e.Zlro

1.9925 4.7754 6.70J9

2.0243 4.642 6.6845

2.0464 4.6161 6.6625

670.71 2086.0 27s6.]

684.42 2075.8 2760.2

697.35 2066.4 2763.3

709,59 2456.6 n66.2

721.23 2U7.7 2768.9
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Subject: - Fundamental of Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer (M8102)

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

Attempt All questions.
Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
Necessarv tables are attaehed herewith.
A,ssume suitable data dnecessary.

Sketch P-V, T-V and P-T diagrams for an ideal gas undergoing

i) Constant volume cooling process

ii) Constant temperature heat rejection process

Differentiate befween heat transfer and work transfer. Derive the mathematical expression
for work transfer for an isobaric process.

Define pure substance. State two property rules and give examples.

Write down general mass conservation and energy conservation equations for a contol
volume. Also reduce them frlr a control volume operating under unsteady state condition.

Define refrigerator and its COP. Explain how first larv and second law of
thermodynamics can be applied to analyze the performance of the refrigerator.

Differentiate between power cycle and refrigeration cycle. Sketch P-V and T-S diagram
for ideal otto and ideal diesel cycles. Also write down the expressions for their
efficiencies.

14l

2.

t4l

l4I3.

A

5.

6.

t6l

12+41

t6l
7. Write down the expression for thermal resistance for a hollow cylinder and connective

fluid layer. Use them to derive overall heat transfer coefi-rcient for a haliow cylinder
subjected to convection ofboth sides. t6]

$,r 'A'piston-cylinder device shown in Figure P.8 contains 0.05 m3 of a gas initially at 200
kPa. At this state, a linear spring that has a spring constant of 150 kN/m istouching the
piston but exerting no force on it. Now heat is transfered to the gas, causing the piston to
rise and to compress the spring until the volume inside the cylinder triples.If the cross-
sectional area of the piston is 0.25 m2, determine the final pressue insidi dre cylinder. t6l

i!:.-iK€S ,:Pi8
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;L*fa rieia container with a volume of 0.170 m3 ir initially filled with steam at 200 kPa 3000C.:i' 
It is'cooled to 9ooc. tsl
(a) At rv'hat temperature does a phase change stafi to occur?
(b) What is the final pressure?
(c) \trrhat mass fraction of the water is liquid in the final state? lRefer the attached tables for

the properties of steaml

ffiroor"o (5 kdis contained in a piston cylinder device shown in Figure P.10 initially at a
pressweof 800 kPaandatemperatureof tTTaC.Thereisaheattransfertothesystemmtil
the temperature reaches to 527s'C . it takes a pressure of 1500 kPo to lift the piston. Sketcb

the process on P - Y and T - ts diagrams and determine the total work and heat transfer in
the process. [Take R = 297 J /kgK and cy = 7431lkgK]

$igrc'P"t{

li. A heat pump having a COP of 5 maintains a building at a temperature of 24"C by

supplying heat at a rate of 72A00 KJ/h when the surrounding is at 0"C. The heat pump

runs 12 hrs in a day and the electricity costs Rs 10/Kwh.

a) Determine the actual and minimum theoretical cost per day.

b) Compare the actual operating cost with the cost of direct electric resistance heating.

12. The pressure and temperature at the end of suction stroke are 100 kPa and 27oC

respectively" Maximum temperatwe during the cycle is 1600"C and the compression ratio

is 16. Determine:

i) The percentage of stroke at which cut-offtakes place

ii) The temperature at the end of the expansion shoke and

iii) The thermal efficiency [Take y = 1.4 and R = 287 J&g.K]

13. The heat flux at the surface of an electrical heater is 3500 Wlm2. The heater surface

temperature is 120"C when it is cooled by air at 50oC. What is the average convective

heat transfer coefficient? What will be the heater temperature be if the power is reduced

so that heat flux is 2500 W/m2?

t8l

t8l

t81

t6l
***
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Table 1: Properties of SATURATED WATER-Tempereture Table

P

kPa

T
0c

srfo+
hlftc.K km€.K kJlc.K

105 120.79

110 143.24

r 15 169.02

0.001047

0.001052

0.00r056

1,4190

1.2495

1.0359

r.4200

1.2106

1.0370

440.05 2072.1

461.19 20s6.7

482.36 2041.1

440.18 2243.4 2683.6

46r.34 2nA.A 269t.3

482.54 22163 2698.8

s.9326 7.2956

5.8200 1.2386

5.7098 7.1833

2512.7

2517.9

2523.s

1.3630

1.4186

1.473s

Table 2: Properties of Superheated Steam

P

kPa

v

m3/kg

u

kJ/kg

h

kJ/kc

T
oc

s

kJ/kg.K

200 (r20.24)

150

200

250

300

_ .6!0- _ _
650

700

750

800

850

(0.885e)

0.9597

1.0803

1.1988

1.3162

20,1J0

2:128'7

2.2413

2.3599

2.475s

2.59rc

(252e.4)

2576.7

2653.9

2734.8

2808.2

3479.4

357A.9

36&.1

3759.1

(2706.s)

2768.6

2870.0

2970,s

307r.4

3928.3

4042.9

4159.2

4277.3

(7.1272)

7.2793

7,s059

7.7478

7.8924

9.420r

9. r350

9.2464

9.3536

3qqiLq:=ffi_
-- -3389:7:-- - .3&1.5.4:=..-.9_ U_I
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- Fundamentals of andHeat Transfer

/ Candidates are required to grve their answem in their own words as far as practicable.
{ AttemptAltqtnstions. . t
{ Ihefigres in the margin indicate Fall Maihs-
/ Necessam tables are attached herewith
{ Assume suitable daa ifnecessary.

Ju "'State and explain zeroth law ofthermodynami&. Write down its application.

2,tbiffry.rerftiate between stored energy and transient energy with examples./
$,.Define satura:tion pressure and saturation tempGrature. Explain why quality is necessary for a

liquid vopormixture.

arDeave general p3E conswation and energy cOnservation €quations for a control volume.

5. p"fin" entropy and isentropic process. Derive detail mathematical expression for entopy
.-/retlyon for an id$rl gas in terms ofpressure and ternperature

6.,8ketch the Rarlkines cycle on p-v and T-s diagrams and derive an expression for its
/ efficiency.

7. D$ive the exnression for overall heat transfer coefficient for @ing* 
:J"lg gry.s La subjectffidtrr-iides. +rl-+#

S.-N th" inla and exhaust of a turbine the absolute steam pressure are 6000 kPa and 4.0 crn ofu ,g, respectively. Barometric pnessure is 75 cm of Hg. Calculate the guage pressure-&rjhe

entering srleam and the-vacuum ga . (p*= 13600 kg/m! and

s=t:Fffi/'1 ---9. A piston cylinder arrangernent ghown in figure below contains water initially at Pl = l(X)
kPa, xr = 0.8 and Vr : 0.01 mr. When the system is heated, it e,ncounters a linear spnng
(k: 100 ld{/m). At this state volume is 0.015 m3. The heating continues till its pressure is
200l0a. Ifthe diameter ofthe piston is 0.15 m, determine:

a) The final temperature and
U) nretoalwo*nansfer

)

10. Air enters into a turbine at 2 MP4 400oC and with a velocrty of 200 m/s and exiB Aom the
turbine at 100 kPq and 100"C with a velocity of 80 m/s. Thg power output of the turbine is
800 kW when the mass fiow rate of air is 4.5 kg/s. Det€finine the rate of heat loss from the
turbine surface, inlet and exit diameters. [Take Cp = 1005 J/kg, k and R = 287 lkg.hl

t41

t4l

t4I

t6I

t6I

t6I

t6I

I6I

t8I

tsl

**df-]i!!'-
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1I. A piston cylinder device shown in figule below contains 1.5 kg of water initially at 100 kPa
with l0% of quality. The mass of the piston is such that a pressure of 400 kPa is required to
lift the piston. Heat is added to the system from a sour@ at 500"C until its temperature
reaches 400"C. Determine the total entropy generation during the process. t8I

a

12. A power plant-operating on an ideal Brayton cycle delivers a power output of 80 MW.The
minimum and max.imum t€,mperatures during cycle are 300 K and 1500 K respectively. The
prEssurc at the inlet and exit are 100 kPa and 1400 kPa respectively:

i) Determine the thermal efficiency ofthe cycle
ii) Determine the power oulput frorn the turbine and
iii) What fraction of the turbine power output is required to drive the compressor? flake

Cp = 1005 J'lkg.(y= l.4l
13. A 40 m long steel. pipe (k = 50 WmK) having an inside diameter 80 mm and outside

diameter 120 mm is covered with twg layers of insrlation. The layer in contact with pipe is
30 mm ttrick asbestos (k : 0.15 WmK) and the layer next to it is 20 mm thick mlgnesia
(k : 0.1 WmK). The heat transfer coefficients foi ttre inside and outiide surfaces are
UO Wm2K and l0 Wm2K respectively. If the temperature of the steam inside the pipe is
400"C and the ambient airtemperature is25oC. Detennine: t6I

D The insidq overall heat transfer coefticient U;,.

ii) The outside overall heat transfer coefficient Uo,
iii) The heat tansfer rate using Ui, and.

M The heattansferrate using.Uo

*t*

t8I

.. -::,

L,..

!a

--.qrr". --
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Fundamental of and Heat Transfer

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Attempt All qu"t"o*'.r, 

iniicntp Fu, MnrThefigures in the mwgin indicate Full Marks.
Necessqrv tables are attached herewitlt
Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. Explain the difference betwebn path function and point function with example.

2. Define heat transfer and work hansfer. Also nibntion similarities and differences between
heat and work.

3- Define pure substance. Explain why property tables and charts are necessary.

4. Differentiat between steady state and unsteady state analysis. Write down general mass
conservation and energy conservation equation for a steady state process and reduce them
for an adiabatic turbine.

5. Define isentropic process. Derive isentopic relations for an ideal gas and an

'' incompressible substance.

6. Sketch the cycle on P-v and T-s diagrams and derive an expression for its efficiency in
terrrs of compression ratio and cut-offratio.

7. Derive expressions for inside and outside overall heat transfer co-efficient for a hollow
cylinder subjected to convection medium on both sides.

8. A large chamber is separated into two compartments which are maintained different
pressures as shown in figure below. Pressure gauge A reads 200 kPa and pressure gauge

B reads I50 kPa If the atnospheric pressure is 100 kPa, determine the absolute pressure
existing in the compartments and the reading of gauge C.

c

t4l

t4l

t4I

t6l

t6l

l6l

t6l

t6I

g. A rigid container with a volume of 0.170 m3 is initially filled with stream at 200 kPa,
300"C. It is cooled to 90oC.
a) At wtrat temperature does a phase change start to occur?
b) What is the final pressue?
c) What mass fraction of the water is liquid in the final state?

Also sketch the process on P-v and T-v diagrarns. [Refer the attached table for
properties of sfreaml

t8I



l0..A.ir flows at a rale of l.2kgls through a compressor, entering at 100 kPa, 25"C, with a
velocity of 60 m/s and leaving at 500 kPa, 150"C, with a velocity of 120 rr/s. Heat lost by
the compressor to the surrounding is estimated to be 20 kJ&g. Calculate the power
required to drive the compressor and diameter of inlet and exhaust pipes. [Take R = 287

,kgK and cp = 1005 ilkgKl

I I - An air condition tmit having COP 50% of the theoretical maximum maintains a house at a

temperature of 20oC by cooling it again the surrounding temperature. The house gains

Energy atarate of 0-8 KW per degree temperature difference. For a maximum work input
of 1.8 Kw, determine the maximum surrounding temperature for which it provides

sufficient cooling.

12. The compression ratio of an air standard Otto cycle is 8. At the beginning of the

compression process, the pressure and temperature of air are 100 kPa apd 20"C
respectively. The heat added per kg air during the cycle is 2000 kl/kg. Determine the

pressur_e- and temperature at the end of each process of the cycle, the thermal efficiency

and the mean effective pressure. [Take R = 287 Jlkg.k and T : 1.4]

13. A steel prpg having an outside diameter of 2 cm is to be covered with two layers of
insulations, each having a thickness of 1 cm. The average conductivity of one material is
5 times that of the other. Assuming that the inner and outer surface temperature of the

composite iirsulation are fixed, calculate by what percentage the heat transfer will be

reduced when the better insulating materials is nearer to the pipe than it is away from the

PiPe.

t8I

l8I

t8l

l6l
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/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Auempt All questions.
{ Thefrgvres in the margin indicate Full Marlts.
{ Necessarv fisures are attached hercwith.
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.

,l State and explain equaltty of temperature. Also state zeroth law of thermodynamics.

2- Derive an expression for work transfer for any process on a piston cylinder device.

Reduce it to get the expression for work transfer during a polytropic process.

.J-- Define pure substance- State and explain "state postulate".

4. Differentiate betw'een steady state work applications and steady state flow applications.
Write down the functions of a thermal turbine and noz.zle. Also derive governing
equations for them when they operate under st&dy state condition.

5. State the entropy change statement for a control volume and derive an expression for its
antropy generation.

6. Sketch an ideal Otto cycle on P-v and T-s diagranrs. Also derive an exprcssion for its
efficiency in temrs compression ratio.

Derive the expression for overall heat transfer coefficient for a composite plane wall
consisting of two layers and subjected to convective modium on both sides.

8. Air (0.01 kg) is contained in a piston cylinder device restrained by a linear spring
(k: 500 kN/m) as shown in figure below. Spring initially touches the piston but exerts no
forces on it Heat is added to the system until the piston is displaced upward by 80 mrn-
Determine:

a) The temperature at which piston leaves the stops and
b) The final pressure. ffake R:287 J/kg. K, px61= 100 kPa and g: 9.81 mis2l

300 uuu

t41

t4l

t4I

7

t6I

i6l

16l

l6l

t6l

t50

Air
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9. A piston cylinder device with a linear spring initiatly contains water at a pressure of 4
Mpa aod 500'C with the initial volume being 0.1 ffi3, ffi in figure below. The system now
cools until the pressure reaches 1000 kpa. If the piston is at the bottom, the system

pressure is 300 kpa Sketch the process on P-v diagram and determine the mass of H2O,

the final temperature and volume and the total work transfer. [Refer the attached table for
properties of steam] t8I

I

I

-t
i

I

10. Air flows at rate of 1.2 kgls through a compressor, entering at 100 kpa, 25"C, with a
velocity of 60 m/s and leaving at 500 kpa, I50oC, with a velocity of 120 m/s. Heat lost by
the comp,ressor to the surrounding is estimatd to be 20 kJ&g. Calculate the power
required to drive the compressor and diameters of inlet and exhaust pipes.

t8l[Take R =287JlkEK and c, = 1005 JikgK].

I l. A rigid vessel consists of 0.4 kg qf hydrogen initially at 200 kpa and 27"C. Heat is
transferred to the system from a resenroir at 600 K rmtil its temperature reaches 450 K.
Determine the heat tansfer, the change in entropy of hydrogen and the amount of entropy
produced. [Take c,: 10.183 J/kgK]. t8l

12. An ideal gas turbine cycle produces 15 MW of power output. The properties of air at the
'compression inlet are 100 kpa and 17"C. The pressure ratio for cycle is 15 and the heat
adtled per kg of air per cycle is 900 KJ/kg. Determine: (a) Efficiency of cycle (b) The
maximum temperature during the cycle and (c) Mass flow rate of air. [Take 6 : 1.4 and
co = 1005 J/Kg.kl I8l

13. A filrnace wall 300 mm thick is made up of an inner layer of fire brick (k = I WimK)
covered with a layer of insulation (k = 0.2 WlmK). The inner surface of the wall is at
1300'C and the outer surface is at 30oC. Under steady state condition, temperature at the
interface is measured to be 1100"C. Determine: t6I
a) Heat loss per unit area of the wall and
b) The thickness ofeach layer

**rB
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{ AttemptAllEnstions.
r' Thefigpres in the mmgin indicate Fall Marhs.
{ Necessaiytoblq arc ufrached herewith.
{ Assune suilable data dnecessary.

the directional feature of the natural process with any one example. State the
of thermodynamics for ET'I isolated system. Also explain the entropy generation.

Sketch P-v and T-s diagram for a Brayton cycle. Also derive an expression for its
in terms of p,ressure ratio.

Derive orpressions for inside overall heat transfer coefficient and outside overall heat
kansf€r coefficient for a hollow tube subjected to convection medium on its both inner
and outer suface.

5

141

t4I

t4l
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t6t

t6I
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- ' U"The Piston of a vertical pirro-o cyiioa* airi";;;i;;*'* g* r,* a Mass otsoit g aoa
cross sectional area of 0.02m2,

i) 
-pvfrnoiruthe 

pressure inside the cylinder.
ii) During some process heat is lost by the gas to the surroundings and it's volume

decreases to t/tn of the initial volume, detemrine it's final pressue. [Take
Patu = 100 KPa and C = 9.8I IWsl

9. A piston cylinder device shown in figure P.9 contains 0.2 Kg of a mixtrne of saturated( liquid water and saturated water vapoi at a temperatur€ of 50'-C and a volume of 0.03m3.
The mass of the pisto3 resting on the stops is 50 Kg and the cross sectional area of the
piston is 12.2625 cm'. the atmospheric.pressure is 100 lrPa Heat is hansferred until it
becomes saturated vapor. Skach tlre process on P-v arrd T-v diagrams and determine:

i) Thefinalpressure, and
ii) Thc total work transfer. [Take g = 9.8 ms'2] [Refer attached table for the properties of

steamJ

t6I

t8l
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10. Air llows at a rate of 1-2 kgls tf,."gt a turbine entering at 500 kpq 150"C; with a
velocity of 120 mls and leaving at 100 kpa, 25'C; with velocity of 60 m/s. Heat lost by
the turbine to the srnrounding is formd to be 20 kJ/kg. Calculate the power developed by
the turbine and diarneter of inlet and enhast pipes. [Take R : 287 lkg.Iq and
Cp = 100 SJftg.kl

I1.A heat Pump having COP of 5 maintains a building at a t€rnperafire of 24"C by
supplying heat at a rate of 72000KJ/h, when the sunoundings is at 0oC. The heat Pumps
run 12 hours in a day and the electicity costs Rs 10/K!vh.

0 Determine the actual and minimum theoretical cost per day.
ii) Compare the actual operating cost with the cost of .direct electric resistance heating.

12. Steam atZMPz,350"C is expanded in a steam turbine working on a Rankine cycle tb 8
kPa" Determine the net work per kg of steam and the cycle efficiency assrming ideal
processes. What witl be the difference in efficiency if purnp work is neglected? lRefer
attached table for the properties of steamJ//

^ n.jt$ turbine blade is modeled as a flat plate. The ttrcrrnal conductivity of the blade
\J matgrial is 15 W/mk and its thickness is 1.5 mm. The upper surface of the blade is

exposed to hot gases at 1000'C and the lower surface ii-cooled by air bled of the
compressor. The hed transfer coefficients at the upper and lower surfaces of the blade are
2500 Wmzk and 1500 Wm2k respectively. Under steady state conditions, the
temperature, at the upper surface of the blade is measured as 850"C; deterrrine the
ternp€rature ofthe coolant air.

***
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- Fundamentals of and Heat Transfer

,/ Candidates are required to give their aniwers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Attempt All questions.
't fheisuG in tte margin indicate Fult Marks.
/ Necessary tables are attached herewith.
/ Assume suitable data if necessary.

1. State and explain three types of thermodyramic system

2. Define thermodynamic process. Derive the expression for work done during polytropic
process.

3. Define compressed liqui! line, saturation temperature and quality.'Dtirive the relation
Y : Vr * xvlg for the two phase rnixture.

4. Derive' the general expression for consenration of energy for control volume. Modify it
for turbine and nozzle,

5. Derive the relations for enfiopy for ideal gr""r. Alro show the'equivalenca of Cldusius
and'Ke1vin's statement.

6. Describe the working principle of Rankine cycle with the help of P-v and T-s diagram,

'1. Derive an expression for heat transfer through a rhild steel pipe with a layer of insulation
on the outside. Take temperature of fluid in the pipe as tnu;6, temperature of air as t"i, and
length of the pipe as L. (tn,ia > LiJ.

8. In a quasiequilibrium process in a closed slstern, a gas expands from a volume of 0.15m3-
and a pressure of 120 kPa to a volume of 0.25m3 in such a mErnner that P(V + 0.030):
constant, where V is in m3, Calculate the work.

9. A 1.8 m3 rigid tank contains ste^m at 220"C. One third of the volirme is in the liqui{
phase and the rest is in the vapor form. Determine:

a) The pressure of the st'eam
b) The quality of the saturated mixture; and
c) The specific volume

10. Air is contained in a vertical cylinder fitted with a frictionless piston and a set of Stops as

shown in figure below. The cross sectional area of the piston is 0.05m'. At initial
condition, piston is in upper stops with pressure and temperature inside the cylinder 4s

0.3 MPa and 73loC respectively. Air is cooled as a result of heat transfer to. the
surroundings. The piston starts to move down at pressure 0.21 MPa. The cooling process

continues until the temperature reaches 70oC.

a) Draw p-v diagram for the process
fj nna tL temierature of the air inside the cylinder when the piston reaches the lower

stops.
c) Calculate the heat kansfer during the process. (For air R = 287J/kdK,

Cp : 1004J/kgK, Cu = 7i7 J/kgK)
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1i. Steam enters an adiabatic turbine at 10MPa and 510"C. Exit condition are 0.06MPa and

quality of 960/o. Determine the ise,nhopic effrciency and actual work for a mass flow rate

of l0Kg/sec. [Refer the attached table for properties of steam.]

12.Aa exterior wall of a house may be approximated by a 10cm layer of common brick
' tK = 0.7 WmoCl followed by a layer of f .A"* of cement plaster. [K = 0.48 Wm'C].

What thickness of loosely packed rock Wool insulation [K = 0.005W/m'C] should be

i

t8l

i

13. The compression ratio in an air standard Otto cycle is 3. At the beginning of the

compression skoke, the pressure is 0.1 MPa and the ternperature is'15oC. The heat

toansfer to the air per cycle in 1800KJ/KG of air. Determine: 17)

a) The
'b) The
c) The

pressure and temperature at the e,nd of eachprocess of the cycle
thennal efficiency
mean effective pressure. [R = 287JlI(gK, Cv: 718J/kBK]

***
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/ Atte.mpt All questions.
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1. Define thermodltamic property and thermodynamic statb. List two important features of a
thermodynamic property.

2. Define total energy of a system. Alio differentiate.between stored energy and tansient

, t4l

t4l'
3. Define pure substance. Derive an ocpression fcir specific volumb of a two phase mixture in

termsofqr:ality. . ' . . t4I

' 4: 'Write dbwn general steady state energ5r 
"q*ioo.'R"d"* 

it for an adiabatic tutbine, an
adiabatic diffirspr and throttling valve. AIso mentioa relevant asstrrrptions for each device. t6l

5. D-_efine heat pump and COP. E:rplain how performance of reversible and irreversible heat
pump can be'evaluated by apptying fust law and second law of thermodynamics.

6. Define air standard analysis. Atso list the assumptions of an air spndard analysis.

7. Derive an expression for overall heat transfer coefficient for composite plane wall
consisting of two layers with convection on both sides.

-b. \ir (m = 0.1 kg) is contained in piston/cylinder assembly as shonm n Figwe P.8. Initially,
the piston rests on the stops and is in contact with the spring, which i.S in its unstretched
position The Wring constant is 100 kJ.I/m. Tbe piston weighs 30 k},l and atrnosphdric

Pr€sstrre is 101 kPa The air is initially at 300 K and 200 kPa. Heat transfer occrus until the
air temperature',reaches the surrounding t€xnperatue, 700 K. Find the final pressr:re and
volnme. [Ialce R = 287 J/kg K) t6I

)0 cnr

t6l

I4I

t6l
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Figure P.8
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9. A closed, rigid container of volume 0.5 m3 is placed.on a hot plate. Initially, the container
holds two pf,ase rnixture of saturated liquid water and saturated water vapor at Tr : 1000C
with a quality of 0.2. A-fter heating, the t"mperature in the container is T2 = 1500 C.
Indicate the initial and final states on P-y and T;v {iagraps, and determine

(a) the Pressure at each state.
(b) the mass of thE vapor present at each state, in kg.
(c) If the heating continued, determine t}re temperature, when the container holds only

saturated vapor. LRefer attached tablefor the properties of steamf

10. Carbon monoxide Qkg), contained in the piston-cylinder device as shown in Figure P.14,
is initially at a presstre of 1.0 MPa and a temperature of 50uC. Energy is added until the
final temperature is 5000C and the pressure is i.O tt@a. A pressure of 2.0 MPa is requiied
to lift the frictionless piston from the stops. Show the piocess on P-V and T-V diagrams
and determine the total work tansfer and total heat transfer. [Take R : 297 J/kg K, Cy --
7as J/kg Iq

t8I

l8I

i:

:. .-.- FigureP.l0

11. S,tearienters:theJxorzteatl-MPa,3000C,withavelocityof30.m/s,The.pressureofthe
,Steam at the nozde exit is 0.3 MPa. Determine the exit velocifi| of the steem from'the
ngzzle, assuming a reversible and adiabatic steady flow prccess.'Wefer attached tatile for
'the properties of steaml :'

12. Calculate the effi.ciency and gpecific wo:k outpnt qf q-simple gd$ fiix.birg-gor.t<lgg ou the
'.i''Biuytori cycle;:The maximum and #inimnm temperatures of the cycle are 1000 K and 288

K respectiveln the presuue ratio is 6. lTake y : L4l Cp : 1005 J/kg K]

13. A2along,0.3 cm diameter electical wire exte,nds across a room at 150C. tteat is
generated in the wire hs a result of.resistance heating, and the surface temperature of the
wire is measwed to be 1520C in steady operation- Also, the voltage drop and electric
curretrt through the wire are measured to be 60 V and 1.5 A, respectively. Disregarding
any heat transfer by radiation, deterrrine the convection heat transfer coefficient forheat
transf,er betvyeen the outer surface of the wire and the air in the room.
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Subiect: - Fundarnental of Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Auempt AIt questions. l

Thefigures tn the margin indtcate Full Marks.
Nec es s sry' tables ar e att ach e d her ew ith.
Assume suiiable data if necessary-

1. Define thermodynamic system. Also differentiate between different fypes of
thermodynamic system with examples.

2. Define work tansfer. Derive an expression for work transfer for a polytropic process.

3;. Define saflration ternperature, saturated vapor, critical point and moishrre contert.

4. Explain' first law of therrnodynamics for a gontol mass with refere,nce to consenration
principles. 

.

5.' Derive expreSsions for change in entopy foi an ideal gas incompressible substance.

6. Sketch components of Rankine cycle. Also sketch Rankine cycle on P-v and T-s diagra:n
and write an expression for its efficiency.

7. Define convection heat transfer. Differentiate between free and forced convection.

8. The device as shown in figure below-has a piston with holes positioned between the two
chambers. lf the piston is moved. so that x is one fourth of the entire length, determine the
final mass of air in the chamber A and B.

Vtot = 1 ml

t
Ye = Vr = 10O m'/kg

g. A piston cylinder system as shown in figure below-with an initial volume of I m3 is
surrounded by a constant pressure of 50 bar- Initially there is a liquid vapor mixture of
water with quality 0.32 inside the cylinder. This water is cooled to 110oC. Determine
rvork and heat transfer for the process.

Pressure = 50 bar

t6l

t4l
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. | 10. A gas undergoes a thermodlmamic cycle consisting of three processes:

Process l-2: compression With PV : constant, from P1 : l00kpa" Vr :1 .6m3 to V2 = 9.2-i
Process 2-3; constant pressure to V3 : V1

Process 3-1: constant volume Ur - Ut : -3549 kI.

There are no significant changes in kinetic and potential energy. Sketch the cycle on P-V: ' 
and T-V diagrams and determine the work trdnsfer'and heat for process 2-3, in kJ.
Determine its net work and confirm whether it is a power cycle or a refrigeration cycle? t8]

11. Steam enters an adiabatic turbine at 6MPa,800oC, and 80m/s and leaves at 100ldPa and
140m/s. If the power output of the turbine is 8MW, determine the mass flow rate of the
steam flowing through turbine assuming isentropic process. l7l

12. An oil engine works on the ideal constant pressure cycle. The overall compression ratio is
I I : 1 and constant pressure energy add.ition ceases at lOYo of the stroke. The pressur6 and

temperature at the commencement of compression are 0.96 bar and 18"C, respectively.

l8lDetermine

. a) The thermal efficiency of cycle
b) i"he work done of cycle

insulation with (k : 0.04WirnK) and outside brick layer 10cm thick, 200m2 windows
with two 2mm thick glass (k= 0.95WmK) panes separated by 2cm air (k : 0.015WmK)
gap, Assume no inside convective layer but an outside at 35oC. Find the therrnal

- resistance of the walls and the windows both per square meter. Find the total heat transfer

: rate to inside. t8l
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